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Abstract

Response functions of infinite Fermi systems are studied in the framework of the

self-consistent Random Phase Approximation. Starting from an effective interaction

with velocity and density dependence, or equivalently from a local energy density

functional, algebraic expressions for the RPA response function are derived. Simple

formulae for the energy-weighted and polarizability sum rules are obtained.

The method is illustrated by applications to nuclear matter and liquid 3He. In

nuclear matter, it is shown that existing Skyrme interactions give spin-isospin re-

sponse functions close to those calculated with finite range interactions. The different

renormalization of longitudinal and transverse Coulomb sum rules in nuclear matter

is discussed. In 3He, the low-lying collective spin oscillation can be well described

in a wide range of momenta with a Skyrme-type interaction if the relevant Landau

parameters are fitted. For the high-lying density oscillation, the introduction of a

finite range term in the energy functional improves considerably the agreement with

the data.
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1 Introduction

The study of quantum systems having a large or infinite number of fermions is of interest in

many physical situations, involving fields as diverse as quantum chemistry, atomic physics,

condensed matter or nuclear physics. (Refs. [1] - [4] give a non-exhaustive account of

these situations). For instance, a familiar representative of such systems at the atomic

size scale is liquid 3He. Nuclear matter is another example at a quite different size scale

and obeying different dynamics. For these systems, ground state properties have been

thoroughly studied in the framework of ab initia calculations based on bare particle-

particle interactions. This approach is conceptually quite satisfactory but in practice it is

rather complicated and involves heavy numerical computations. Two phenomenological

alternatives are provided by: i) the use of an effective interaction and ii) the energy

density functional (EDF) approach (see for instance [5,6]), which assumes that the energy

can be expressed as a functional of local densities and of their derivatives. In both cases,

the parameters are adjusted to reproduce some ground state properties in a mean field

approximation.

Successful applications of these methods can be found in the study of nuclear matter

and finite nuclei [7,8]. Indeed, starting either directly from a parametrized functional [9] or

from an effective density-dependent interaction of the Skyrme-type [10], one can describe

quantitatively nuclear ground states throughout the periodic table in the Hartree-Fock

(HF) approximation using only a few phenomenological parameters [11]-[14]. Recently,

this approach has been applied to the case of liquid Helium [15,16] and Helium clusters

[17,18], and these works show that bulk properties can be understood in a mean field

framework even though one is dealing with strongly correlated systems.

A natural extension of these phenomenological approaches is the study of excitations

of fermion systems. In the theory of Fermi liquids, the residual interaction between quasi-

particles or the particle-hole interaction V^ is uniquely defined as the second functional

derivative of the energy functional [19,20,21]. With the Skyrme-type functionals, Kp/,

turns out to be a contact interaction in coordinate space but it is density-dependent as

well as velocity-dependent. By summing the series of bubble diagrams one obtains the



linear response to an external field in the Random Phase Approximation (RPA). This

RPA response is self-consistent in the sense that the mean field and the residual interac-

tion Vph are derived from the same energy functional. Detailed RPA calculations [22,23]

have shown that this approach can give a good description of low-lying collective states as

well as giant resonances in finite nuclei. Furthermore, it enables one to relate the detailed

RPA results to the more global quantities which can be obtained by sum rule methods

[24,25], Because of these many advantages, it seems desirable to have a systematic study

of response functions of fermion systems interacting with the type of interaction mentioned

above.

In the present work we choose to discuss infinite systems because they are ideally con-

venient for our purpose. Indeed, the rather simple analytic form of the energy functional

and of its related VpI1 allows us to obtain closed form expressions for the RPA response

function. These expressions can then be used to study the different types of excitations in

nuclear matter and in liquid 3He. In spite of its schematic form, the Skyrme-type interac-

tion can simulate some finite range effects I'ia its velocity dependence. In the nuclear case,

it has been shown [26] that properties of Skyrme interactions are not essentially different

from those of finite range interactions like the Dl force [27] over a domain of momentum

transfer extending at least up to twice the Fermi momentum. It is therefore meaningful

to discuss nuclear response functions corresponding to Skyrme functionals in such a mo-

mentum transfer domain. The situation is somewhat different in the case of the strongly

correlated 3He system. As we shall see, the Skyrme functional may lead to a quasiparticle

interaction with an unrealistic behaviour in momentum space and consequently the en-

ergy of the collective density oscillation, or zero sound mode, is badly overpredicted. The

inadequacy of zero range effects in the description of 4He systems by Skyrme EDF was

pointed out by the authors of [28] who proposed to include in the functional an explicit

finite range term. For 3He, we find that such a modified functional can improve dramati-

cally the predictions for the zero sound mode in the whole range of momenta where data

exist, i.e., almost twice the Fermi momentum.

In the next section, we derive the RPA equation for the induced particle-hole interac-

tion for the case of a general Skyrme force. We obtain the RPA response function in a



closed form from which one can easily deduce the lowest order energy-weighted sum rules.

Other useful algebraic results are collected in the appendices. In section 3, we discuss the

general features of response functions in nuclear matter for the various spin and isospin

channels. Collective excitations in liquid 3He are examined in section 4, where theoreti-

cal predictions for both coherent and incoherent channels are compared to existing data.

Some conclusions are drawn in section 5.



2 The RPA induced interaction and response function

In this Section we derive the RPA response to an external field for an infinite fermion

system which can be either spin- and isospin-saturated nuclear matter or non-polarized

liquid 3He. We denote by m the fermion mass and by kp the Fermi momentum. In both

systems the starting effective interaction is of the Skyrme-type, a choice which allows us

to carry out analytically the calculations.

2.1 General form of effective interactions

In the case of nuclear matter the nucléon-nucléon effective interaction is written as [12,14]

+ 7*3(1 +
O

+ I2(I + xiPa) VS(T12)K (1)

where k(k') is the relative momentum operator acting on the right (left), p is the density

at point R = (F1 + r2)/2 and Pn = ( 1 + 5\ • a?) /2 is the spin exchange operator.

In the case of 3He the atom-atom effective interaction can be written as [15,16]

= Uo + !'o^Wru)

1 + t'lP)S(Tl2) +

+ k'«(ria)U2 + t'2p)k (2)

We have modified the notation of refs. [15,16] for the parameters in order to keep the

same notation as in nuclear matter. The term I0 is attractive and the density-dependent

terms tz and t'Q are repulsive. The velocity dependent terms J1 and t2 basically determine

the effective mass. Note the additional density-dependent terms t\ and /2 appearing in

the 3IIe case. They are required to fit the measured effective mass as a function of the

density [16]. The parameters of these interactions have been determined in such a way

that saturation properties of the corresponding systems are correctly reproduced in the

Hartree-Fock approximation.

In the RPA the excitations result from the residual particle-hole (ph) interaction be-

tween particles below and above the Fermi level. In the theory of Fermi liquids [19,20,21]



this ph interaction is given by the second functional derivative of the total energy with

respect to densities taken at the Hartree-Fock solution:

This procedure gives directly the ph interaction including exchange terms. Note that, in

the case of density-dependent interactions like Skyrme forces, the ph interaction is not

antisymmetric although it contains exchange terms.

Let us now specify our notation. We use (Q) to distinguish between the different ph

spin and isospin channels, i.e., for nuclear matter (o)=(S,T) where S and T can be O or

1, whereas for liquid 3He we have only (o)=(S). The ph interaction is written in terms of

the operators P(0) projecting onto the various channels

where

P(S=O) = 1/2 , P(S=D = (<?i-a2)/2 (5)

and similar definitions for P(T)- In nuclear matter the various P(s,T) are just products of

P(S, and P(T).

In infinite medium four-momentum conservation allows us to write the ph interaction

(9+ 91, 92 I V( a ) |9 i , •/ + 92) = V(a)(qi,q2;q) (2ff)4 e<4>(<7 - </) (6)

The notation is made explicit in Fig. 1, where direct and exchange matrix elements of the

interaction are shown. We use the notation q = (CQ, q) and the definition q2 — QQ — q2.

We also take units h = c = 1.

The ph interactions derived from Skyrme-type forces can be quite generally written as

i ) - q 2 + (q + q 2 ) -qi] (7)

The functions W 1 - ( C ) depend on the parameters of the force. Their explicit expressions

are given in Appendix A, together with their relationship to the Landau parameters.



We shall deduce general expressions valid for arbitrary functions Wf (q). This allows

us to include in the formalism interactions having a finite range. For instance, a popular

choice for the (1,1) channel in nuclear matter is to take a ph interaction consisting of a

constant term plus the direct part of one pion-exchange potential [29,30,4O]. This choice

is trivially included in the general form given in Eq. (7). Similarly, we shall study finite

range effects in liquid 3He using the direct part of a screened Lennard-Jones potential,

following what was done in [28] for 4He.

2.2 The RPA induced interaction

In the RPA, the induced ph interaction VpI1 satisfies the following integral equation:

Vfk = Vph + Vpk G0 Vph (8)

whose graphical representation is given in Fig. 2, with all the momenta explicited. The

so-called ring approximation [2] amounts to neglecting exchange terms in Eq. (7). We

stress here that for Skyrme-like forces the exchange terms are included, and that we call

RPA what is sometimes called extended or generalized RPA (see for instance [3]).

The propagator Go of a non-interacting ph pair can be expressed as

3, q) = -i G(g3) G(q + 93) (9)

where G(q) is the fermion propagator

9o - e(q) + it] QO - e(q) - IT;

with e(q) being the energy of a particle with momentum q and effective mass m". Since

the various channels (Q) are not coupled by Vph, Eq. (8) can be written in each channel

separately:

+ J 7^V(a)(qi,q&qo,q)Go(q3,q)V(a)(q3,q2\q0,q) (U)

First, we note that both Vph and Vp/, are symmetric under exchange of qi and q2 (see

Fig. 2 and recall that exchange terms are already included because of the zero range).



Since Vph is quadratic in qi (see Eq. (7)), then from Eq. (11) we deduce that Vph is

also quadratic in qi and due to the symmetry in qj and q2 we conclude that the induced

potential Vph can be written in the following general form
- 12) \

)

+ (x12 + x22ql + Z32qi • q) ql

+ (zi3 + X2^q] + zasqi • q) Q2 • q (12)

where x,-j are ten functions of (CQ, q) which also depend on the channel indices (a). We

have dropped these indices in the notations for the sake of simplicity. The mentioned

symmetry on qi and q2 implies that these functions are symmetric under the exchange

of the indices i and j, so that we have only seven unknown functions. If we substitute

in Eq. (11) the quantities Vph and Vph by their expressions (7) and (12) and perform the

integrals over ça we obtain a set of linear equations whose solutions are the functions z,-j.

Their detailed expressions are given in Appendix B.

2.3 RPA response function

We now look at the response of the infinite medium in the presence of various external

fields

i
where the sum on j runs over all fermions and 0(a) are the following spin-isospin operators:

1, (Tx, TZ and GZTZ, corresponding to (S,T)=(0,0), (1,0), (0,1) and (1,1), respectively. For
3He systems only the first two operators appear.

In this subsection we derive the response function defined as

n<->(,> - i E 1 1. 1 «w i o) f (jr^n; + ̂ . -L+ J (14)

where the sum is taken over all excited states | n) with corresponding excitation energy

E710, and Cl is the volume of the system. Note that we actually deal with the response

function per unit of volume. The response function satisfies the dispersion relation

l (15)
JT JQ go — U + If] —CO — U> -1T IT]

10



and has the obvious property II(a)(9o,q) = II(a)(-co,q).

In the case where there is no residual ph interaction, the uncorrelated Hartree-Fock

(HF) response functions H0
0' are independent of the channel index (Q) and they are

given by ÏÏQ = gllo where HO is the well-known Lindhard function [l]-[4] and g is the

degeneracy of the system, i.e., g=4 for nuclear matter and g=2 for liquid 3He. In terms

of the dimensionless variables k = q/2Av and v = qom'/qkF, the HF response function

reads

where

(17)

In the presence of ph interaction the RPA response functions II^a' are given by

= n0(?)

With the results obtained in the previous subsection for the induced interaction Vj0), the

integrals can be analytically performed and the expression for H'"' is written in closed form

in terms of HO and two generalized Lindhard functions !!2 and !!4, defined in Appendix

C, where some properties are also given.

The final result for H (o> is

* (k
 (a) (o) ̂  I H0

/C2H0 - H2)

+ ( wf >4)2 ( n2 - H0H4 + 4JtVn0 - ^^Jt2n0) I ~'

This expression is the main analytical result of this work. All analytical and numerical

results discussed below stem from it.

The response H(tt) and the induced ph interaction Vj0) can also be defined [2] from the

11



propagator F'") of an interacting ph pair as

(21)

From these two equations we can deduce a simple and interesting relation between H

and Vjn) for the case of a Skyrme interaction. Indeed, choosing vectors q, qi and

perpendicular to each other and taking the limit qj, qa — *• oo, Eq. (21) reduces to

where we have used Eqs. (7) and (12). Finally we have

n(a)(9)/g = W(WfV (23)

This result coincides with the general results given in Appendix B.

Let us remark that the main source of complication originates from the W^ ant^ WS

terms of the ph interaction (Eq. (7)). Indeed, if Vph had no qi and qa dependence the

response function would take the simple form:

n(a)(?)/g = n0(«)/(i - w,(0)n0(?)) (24)

In order to simplify RPA calculations with Skyrme interactions one sometimes replaces

the complete ph interaction by its Landau form truncated at / = O. In this case, the

response function would be formally identical to Eq. (24) with W{ replaced by the

appropriate Landau parameters. This truncated Landau interaction of course contains

part of the velocity dependence of the Skyrme interaction, but the remaining part described

by Wy and W^*' may have important effects on the response. This point will be discussed

quantitatively in the next section.

One can consider also a Landau approximation to the response function which includes

/ — O and / = 1. This can be obtained by taking the Landau limit qo,({ — >• O with co/q

finite. In terms of the dimensionless variables v and &, this limit corresponds to setting

12



k = O and keeping only the dependence on v. Taking these limits in the response function

Eq. (19) we obtain

n'»'/e - n0[i - (<'(.

The calculation is simplified by noting that all the Ilji functions coincide for k = O. After

substitution of W^3 in terms of the Landau parameters (see Appendix A), the result is

(26)

This coincides with Landau theory calculations [31,32]. Even if the microscopic interaction

cannot be written in terms of the Landau parameters, Eq. (26) contains only Landau

theory quantities. This is so because Landau theory is exact in the macroscopic limit of

small momentum and energy. We take Eq. (26) with HQ depending on v and k as the

/ = 0,1 Landau approximation to the response function. The I — O approximation is

obtained by dropping the / = 1 Landau parameters in Eq. (26).

2.4 Sum rules

Let us consider an operator Q(aj of the type in Eq. (13). The pth order sum rule is defined

as

2E ^n0 I (» I Q(a) I 0} I2 (27)
n

Apart from a trivial factor, it can also be written as an integral of the imaginary part of

the response function (14), weighted by the pth power of the energy. For infinite systems,

one must define sum rules per particle, and we get

M^(q)/N = - — f° rfw wp Im K(a)(u>, q) (28)
Tp Jo

where N is the number of particles of the system.

Odd order sum rules can be obtained from appropriate expansions of the response

function in power series of C0 [24,25]. Indeed, from the dispersion relation (15) it follows

that

n(°'(9o,q) ~ 2p f; (<7or(2p+2) M2p+1(q)/JV (29)

13



and

n<a)(go,q) ~ - 2p ) (9o)
2p M_(2p+1)(q)/JV (30)

*°~* p=o

The sum rules MI , A/I and Mlj are obtained from these expansions. Thus, for the

energy-weighted sum rule Mj we get

This result coincides, as it should, with that obtained from the expectation value of the

double commutator of Q^ with the Hamiltonian [24,25].

For the cubic energy-weighted sum rule M^* we get

+ fc» + (MT1W + 2W^F)^f + (W^ -

Finally, for the inverse energy weighted sum rule we get

l + (1 -^ (34)

This resiilt was already used (with W3 = O) in an analysis of the longitudinal polarizability

in nuclear matter [26]. Eq. (33) corrects a misprint in Eq. (A.I) of réf. [26], where 13/9

should read 13/6.

(33)
-i. t* tit\ j

where

14



3 Nuclear matter results

As a first application of our method, we consider nuclear matter. There are many

parametrizations of Skyrme-type interactions. The parameters are basically determined

by fitting ground state energies and sizes of finite nuclei together with other selected prop-

erties (monopole energies, fission barriers or Gamow-Teller resonances). We have selected

three interactions for our analysis of the response function, namely SIII [14], SkM [33]

and SGII [34]. In Table 1 are given their parameters and in Table 2 are shown some bulk

propertns of nuclear matter calculated from them.

In nuclear matter it is convenient to separate the strength distribution functions into a

longitudinal or non spin-flip strength distribution, and a transverse or spin-flip one. The

basic quantities of interest are the strength functions |{«|Q(0)|0)|2 (see Eq. (14)), and

we shall therefore consider the longitudinal and transverse strength distribution functions

defined as:

SL(I) = - l

ST(q) = - i Im (n^°) + 1!'1-») (35)

The separation into longitudinal and transverse channels indeed corresponds to experi-

mental information available from quasi-elastic electron scattering [35,36].

3.1 Sum rule applications

In self-consistent RPA calculations, i.e., when the same effective interaction (1) gives rise

to the HF mean field and also produces the residual ph interaction (7), odd-order RPA

sum rules can be calculated, in principle, by taking expectation values of appropriate

operators on the HF ground state [24,25]. These odd-order moments can also be deduced

very simply from the behaviour of H(CQ, q) at very large or very small qo, as we have seen

in subsection 2.4.

We can use these properties as a numerical check of the calculated response functions.

The RPA sum rules Af j , M^ and Af_i have been obtained by numerically integrating the

strength distribution functions (35), and they are compared to the corresponding closed

15



form expressions given in Subsection 2.4 . The two results agree perfectly well in all (S,T)

channels.

It should be noticed that M\/N simplifies greatly in the (0,0) channel, its value be-

ing q2/2m. This is a consequence of the fact that in this particular channel the double

commutator of the Hamiltonian with the external field has no contribution from the in-

teraction (1) and therefore only the kinetic energy part contributes. Also, Eq. (31) shows

that the MI value in the HF case is q2/2m*, i.e., larger than in the RPA case for the (0,0)

channel (we recall that m*/m=0.78 for the typical Skyrme forces used here). This can

be understood since the residual ph interaction is attractive in this isoscalar channel and

therefore the RPA transition strength is shifted to lower energies.

The sum rules M^ /N and M3 /N are polynomial functions of q, as can be seen

from Eqs. (31) and (32). In contrast, A/1™ /N is rather constant for the channels (0,1),

(1,0) and (1,1), as is shown in Fig. 3. This sum rule is important because it is related

to the static polarizability of the system. The result (33) that we have deduced from

the behaviour of H(CQ, q) at small qo can, in principle, be obtained by a constrained HF

calculation. A discussion of the longitudinal static polarizability in nuclear matter and

finite nuclei can be found in réf. [26].

It is useful to define two energies from these three sum rules, namely Ey = \/Ms/M\

and EI = ^/A/i/M_i, because general theorems [24] show that they bound the average

energy E3x = MI/Mo as EI < E3x < Ey. In Fig. 4 we show these energies against q for

the particular interaction SkM. The behaviour of the energies E$*' and the £, ' as a

function of q is well reproduced by a linear combination of the powers q -.nd q3, at least

in the interval shown in the figure. In contrast, the energies E, for the channels (0,1),

(1,0) and (1,1) are practically linear with q, a fact related to the constancy with q of the

corresponding polarizabilities as shown in Fig. 3.

3.2 General features of response functions

In Fig. 5 we show the uncorrelated HF strength distribution functions S°(co,q) =

ST(VU, q) defined as in Eq. (35) with H (o> replaced by gH0. Here and in all subse-

quent figures, we have plotted SL-T/g- These results were obtained with the Skyrme force



I

SkM. They display the familiar pattern of the response of a Fermi gas, the only effect of

the self-consistent mean field being that the nucléon mass m becomes an effective mass

m*. The quasielastic peak has its maximum at q2/2m* when q > kp whereas its width

becomes proportional to fcf q/m" for q > Ikp reflecting the effect of the nucleonic Fermi

motion.

The RPA longitudinal and transverse strength distributions calculated with SkM are

displayed in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. At momentum transfers q small compared to the

Fermi momentum kp ~ 260 MeV, the longitudinal strength distribution exhibits two well

separated peaks above and below the quasi-elastic energy of the HF strength distribution.

They correspond respectively to concentrations of strength in the isovector and isoscalar

channels, in finite nuclei they would appear as isovector and isoscalar giant resonances.

When q/fcf is larger than unity, the longitudinal strength distribution becomes wider and

the structures disappear. The transverse strength distribution has less structure at all

momentum transfers. The general shape of ST 'ls similar to that of the HF strength dis-

tribution, with the peak shifted to higher energies for lower momentum transfers whereas

for q larger than 400 MeV it is slightly shifted to lower energies. Of course, the present

calculations do not include many effects which can contribute importantly to measured

responses such as the spreading caused by the coupling to more complicated configura-

tions or meson exchange currents and A production which would enhance the transverse

response at large momentum and energy transfers [4O].

3.3 Force dependence of response functions

It is interesting to examine how the response functions are sensitive to the particular

effective interactions describing the nuclear dynamics. The two most widely used Skyrme

interactions are the SIII force and SkM force. They both describe satisfactorily ground

state properties of nuclei in the HF approximation, and they give similar values of the

effective mass (m*/m ~ 0.78). They differ mainly by their density dependence (see Table

1) and hence by their predicted compressibility (see Table 2).

In Fig. 8 are shown the longitudinal and transverse strength distributions calculated

in RPA using SkM and SIII, for a typical value of momentum transfer q = 300 MeV. It can

17



be seen that the two interactions lead to similar strength distribution functions. This is

to be expected since the uncorrelated HF strength distributions of the two forces must be

very close. The corresponding ph interactions show some differences in isoscalar channels

but they differ very little in the isovector ones. For instance, the Landau parameters F0

and Go are negative for SkM but positive for SIII, whereas FQ and G'0 are comparable

(see Table 2). Thus, one can understand that the strength distributions obtained with

SkM are slightly shifted to lower energies as compared to those of SIII. From here on,

it is sufficient to restrict our discussion of nuclear matter to the SkM results, since this

interaction is representative of Skyrme-type interactions with good nuclear properties.

3.4 Momentum transfer dependence of response functions

Interactions of the type (1) can be effective only in a limited domain of momenta. In réf.

[26] it has been argued that this domain of validity could be extended up to about 2 or

3 times kp. In this subsection we shall examine the evolution of response functions when

the transferred momentum increases.

In Fig. 9 are shown the RPA strength distributions SL, and ST calculated at q =

100 MeV. On the same figure is drawn the HF strength distribution for reference. In Fig.

10 are shown the corresponding strength distribution- functions calculated at q = 400 MeV.

The evolution of the HF strength distribution follows exactly that of a free Fermi gas of

mass m", as we have mentioned before, i.e., the peak energy is at qffF = q(2fcf — q)/2m*

for q < kp and q$F = q2/2m* for q > kp. At q = 100 MeV the RPA strength distribution

in the (0,0) channel has a broad structure peaked at some 10 MeV below q§F due to the

attractive isoscalar ph interaction whereas the repulsive isovector interaction produces a

narrow peak around CQ = 40 MeV in the (0,1) strength distribution. When q increases

to 400 MeV, the ph interaction in both (0,0) and (0,1) channels become repulsive so that

the RPA strength in these two channels is shifted to higher energies as compared to the

HF strength. This explains for the evolution of SL shown in Figs. 9 and 10. In the (1,0)

channel, the ph interaction is weakly attractive at low q (see the value of GO in Table 2)

as well as for q = 400 MeV. On the other hand, the (1,1) ph interaction is repulsive at

q =100 MeV and produces a peak in the (1,1) strength distribution some 10 MeV above

18



qtfF, but at q=400 MeV this repulsion has become weak. Therefore, the ST strength

distribution evolves from a shape dominated by the (1,1) peak for q =100 MeV (Fig. 9)

to a structureless shape for q =400 MeV (Fig. 10).

3.5 Effects of velocity dependence

The velocity dependent terms of Skyrme-type forces have been introduced in order to

simulate some finite range effects [12]. These terms bring some complications into the

calculations, but these complications are still less than if one had to work with a finite

range interaction. One might be tempted sometimes to simplify RPA calculations by

truncating the ph interaction Eq. (7). First, one can assume a Landau form for the ph

interaction, as given in Eq. (A.16). One can then express the Landau parameters in terms

of the Skyrme force parameters [34]. For interactions of the type (1) or (2), only / = O and

/ = 1 terms appear in the expansion (A. 16). In the nuclear case, one can write down the

functions W 1 , W^ which define the complete ph interaction (7) in terms of the Landau

parameters (see Appendix A). If we now truncate expansion (A.16) by keeping only / = O

contributions, RPA expressions for the response functions H^ will be extremely simple,

since it would amount to drop in Eq. (19) all terms in Wj and W^' and replace W1

by 4 times the relevant Landau parameter. Of course, in doing so we have lost part of the

velocity-dependent effects of the ph interaction since we have substituted a (renormalized)

zero-range interaction.

In Fig. 11 we compare longitudinal strength distributions at q = kp and q = 2kp,

calculated either with the full velocity-dependent interaction (solid line), its zero-range

Landau approximation (dashed line) and its Landau approximation including / = O and

/ = 1 (dotted line). At q = kf, the zero-range force gives an enhanced response at lower

energies as compared to the full force. This is largely due to the stronger attraction

in the (0,0) channel and a relatively weaker repulsion in the (0,1) channel produced by

the zero-range force. This effect can also be seen at q =2kp- A similar comparison is

done for transverse strength distributions in Fig. 12. Here, the difference is not very

large at q = kp but it tends to increase at larger values of q, the reason being that the

full interaction becomes more attractive than the zero-range force in the (1,0) channel
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while the two interactions remain comparable in the (1,1) channel. Thus, it appears that

velocity-dependent effects can be important in all (S,T) channels and for a wide range of

momentum transfers. The / = 0,1 Landau approximation, Eq. (26), does not seem to

improve on the I = O result for q = kp or 2kp, however it gives a fair description of the full

velocity dependent curve at lower momenta such as q = fcf/2 (not shown in the figure),

improving on the zero range approximation.

3.6 Coulomb sum rule

Many efforts are being devoted to understand the significative difference between the longi-

tudinal and transverse nuclear response functions in the quasielastic peak region. Diverse

effects have been pointed out as sources of such difference: swelling of the nucléons in the

nucleus [37], relativistic nuclear effects [38,39], 2p2/i contributions [4O]. The Coulomb sum

rule, Mo(q), is a good indicator of the quenching or enhancement suffered by the longitu-

dinal and transverse structure functions [41]. The comparison of calculated and empirical

MQ was presented [37] as an indication of the swelling of the nucléon in nuclei for the

longitudinal channel. We do agree that IpIh effects, nucléon self-energy and relativistic

effects will play a role in the structure function and thus in the Coulomb sum rule. Our

aim here is to study the relevance of the velocity dependence of the nuclear interaction in

this problem, which has not been analyzed so far.

We show in Fig. 13 the longitudinal and transverse Coulomb sum rules per particle
I f HF*Ï

at normal nuclear density p0. The HF result is given analytically by Af0
 v (<l)/N =

MO (HF)(q)/JV = § {0(q - 2kF) + 6(2kF - q)(f J- _ 1( -JL)S)J, which is normalized to

1/2 for large q. The transverse channel in the local approximation is very close to the

HF result. This follows from GO and G'0 Landau parameters being of similar strength and

opposite sign for the SkM interaction (Table 2). In the same approximation the longitu-

dinal channel shows a slight quenching as compared to the HF curve, corresponding to a

dominantly repulsive interaction in this channel. The ratio of transverse to longitudinal

Coulomb sum rules in this local approximation is about 1.06 for a wide range of momenta.

The velocity dependent SkM interaction gives rise to a significative quenching of the

longitudinal Coulomb sum rule and a significative enhancement of the transverse channel,
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the ratio M$/Mfr ranging from 1.25 for q = 100 MeV to 1.60 for q = 400 ~ 600 MeV. Sim-

ilar factors are obtained for other velocity dependent forces. As a rule the ratio MQ /M^ is

sizably modified by velocity dependent corrections and in the same direction as the exper-

imental results. It was shown in Réf. [26] that a proper computation of the M^1 sum rule

with the SkM force including velocity dependent corrections was able to reproduce the

experimental results for values of q as large as 2fcf • Therefore we expect that in a similar

manner a correct treatment of the velocity dependent terms, as performed in this work, is

required in order to reproduce the observed different renormalizations of longitudinal and

transverse nuclear response functions in the quasielastic peak region.

3.7 Spin-isospin response

The channel (1,1) has been largely studied because of its importance in the analysis of

Gamow-Teller transitions, pionic modes or (e, e') excitations. In microscopic theories based

on meson exchange (see réf. [29,30,4O]) this mode is analyzed using a ph interaction which

is the sum of a meson propagator plus a constant term. The first term takes into account

the long range part of the interaction through the exchange of it or p. Only the direct

part of this interaction is considered, so that this approach corresponds to the so-called

ring approximation [2]. The second term takes into account in an effective way the short

range correlations and somehow the exchange effects neglected in the ring approximation.

We should note that actually there are two (1,1) channels which are orthogonal to

each other, one probed by the pion-like operator 3 • q and the other by the p-like operator

a x q. In the most general case both channels couple to different pieces of the spin-isospin

interaction, namely

yspin-isospin = 1 (yfa}(q) <?, . q ^ . q + V^)(q) ^1 X q - J2 X q) T1 - T2 (36)

and thus they are renormalized independently by the RPA series. This is the case for the

meson exchange interactions. On the other hand VZ ^ = Vf1 ^ = V^ij for the interaction

in Eq. (4), as follows from the identity

S\ • CT2 = CT1 • q (T2 • q + CT1 x q • (T2 X q . (37)
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Nevertheless one can incorporate the different ph interactions for both spin-isospin chan-

nels into our formalism by using two different sets of Wi functions for each one.

The interaction due to TT or p-exchange between two ph excitations is given by

(38)

= «è)aW)?^+4(è)V (39)

where V, V have been normalized as Wi(q). (See réf. [30] for the value of the parameters

and expressions of the form factors F^, Fp). The factor (f^fm*)2 has been introduced

for convenience so that g' is dimensionless. The accepted value of g' is in the range

0.5 ~ 0.7 [3O]. This would correspond to a Landau parameter GQ = JVo(/ir/m»)V « 1.2

(m* — 0.78 m has been used here), higher than the values usually obtained from Skyrme

interactions which are around 0.5 (see Table 2).

In the meson exchange model one should also include A-isobar degrees of freedom and

allow for A/i excitations, so that the ph interaction is modified by these A/i excitations.

This can be included into our formalism by taking

IAQ\
) (40)

(41)
q) (^>

and W2*
1'1' = WjJ1'1* = O. Here HA(C) is the AA Linhard function, which is defined

similarly as HQ but substituting one of the nucléon propagators by the A propagator and

with a factor (fZ/f*)2- An explicit expression for HA (but with an extra factor of 4) can

be found in refs. [42].

Let us remark that by this procedure only Aft excitations which occur in between

two ph excitations are accounted for. However, one is missing other mechanisms which

contribute to the full response function. For instance, a A/i excitation followed by a ph

excitation contributes to the structure function (even below the pion production thresh-

old) but cannot be obtained by modifying the ph interaction. The missing pieces would

be interpreted as a probe renormalization in a model without explicit A isobar degrees

of freedom. In order to compare the response function obtained from the Skyrme-like

force and the meson exchange model we shall neglect such probe renormalizations in both
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models. What is really important in order to make the comparison is to include the A/i

components in the ph interaction in the meson exchange model. This is so because the

Skyrme-like forces are effective interactions and therefore implicitly include such compo-

nents. This is clearly seen by computing again the Landau parameter GQ once the Aft

excitations have been accounted for:

which is closer to the value 0.5 given by the SGII force.

Let us compare the response functions in the (1,1) channel as obtained from a Skyrme

interaction and the meson exchange interactions. For this we take the SGII force since

it was developed to improve the description of the Gamow-Teller transitions [34]. The

response functions for TT, p and SGII interactions at momentum q = 100 and 400 MeV are

plotted in Figs. 14 and 15, using g1 = 0.6.

We can see that the SGII response function is better reproduced by the p-exchange

interaction and that this holds for both momenta and for the real and imaginary parts.

We find the similarity between the response functions for the two models very remarkable.

The pionic response function is shifted to the left for both momenta, implying that the

pion-exchange interaction is more attractive than that due to p-exchange or the SGII

forces. This can be traced to the expressions for V(q) and V(q). There the tf term is

repulsive and the meson propagator term is attractive. For very small momentum the </

term dominates but as the momentum increases it will be partially compensated by the

meson propagator term. Because the p propagator is quenched by the large p mass, the

cancellation is larger for the pion-exchange than for the p-exchange, giving rise to a more

repulsive interaction for the latter. From this argument we also expect that the pion-

exchange interaction will have a stronger momentum dependence than the p-exchange,

and this is supported by the figures where one can see that the pion structure function is

relatively more shifted to the left at q = 400 MeV than at q = 100 MeV.

Calculations for different values of g1 show that the p exchange response function is

rather stable. The pionic response function becomes closer to the SGII one for both

momenta by taking a larger value of g1, i.e., by making it more repulsive.
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4 Liquid 3He results

As a second application of our method we consider liquid 3He. In spite of the fact that

the true atom-atom interaction has a strong repulsion at short distances and that it has

a well established r~6 behaviour at large distances, an effective Skyrme-like interaction

of the form Eq. (2) has been used [15,16] for the study of the energy systematics and

shell structure in liquid 3He droplets. Also, Skyrme inspired density functional have been

used in [17,18] to study cluster and surface properties of liquid 3IIe and 4He in a unified

way. In this section we analyze the response function of liquid 3He using the Skyrme

parametrization of Réf. [18], which we call ST. Its parameters are determined by fitting

bulk properties and surface tension at zero temperature. The physical properties used

were the following ones: the energy per particle (EjN = -2.490 K), the equilibrium

density (p0 = 0.01635 A~3), the incompressibility coefficient (1/Kp0 - 12.06 K), the

effective mass (whose value at equilibrium is taken as m*/m = 2.802), and the surface

tension (ff — 0.113 KA~2). There are in all five physical quantities, but Eq. (2) contains

seven parameters. In Réf. [18] the empirical effective mass [43] was adjusted to the form

m*(p) — m (1 — p/pc)~
2, where pc — 0.0406 A~3 is the condensation density. This gives

one additional condition. Further the combination 5tj — 34^ was arbitrarily set to zero, so

that the parameters are all fixed. Their values are given in Table 3.

4.1 Landau limit and sum rules

The Landau theory of Fermi liquids was originally developed [44] for liquid 3He (see Refs.

[31,45] for a comprehensive review), so the theories of liquid 3He usually do a comparison

with this theory. As explained in Subsection 2.3, if one takes the Landau limit in the

response function Eq. (19), one obtains Eq. (26), which coincides with the Landau theory

calculation [31,32].

From Eq. (31), we can see that the so-called f-sum rule, MI, can be expressed in terms

of Landau parameters

(43>
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Using the property
mmkF (44)

in Eq. (26) we find that the f-sum rule is exactly satisfied by the Landau approximation for

our microscopic interaction in both channels. For the coherent mode, M1
1 ~ '/N — q2/2m

which coincides with the result assuming a local microscopic interaction or no interaction

at all. On the other hand, M[S=l^/N is not given by the free result since GI differs from

fi.

Replacing in Eq. (32) the functions Wf given in Appendix A one obtains the M$a'

sum rule, which in general cannot be expressed in terms of Landau parameters as the

MI sum rule does. We get

<<"/3) + (45)

where C<°) = GI + ^m't'rf2 and C(1) = (F1 - 2Gi)/3. The Landau limit corresponds to

neglecting in Eq. (45) the k2 term [46].

The dynamical polarizability M_i(q) is given by Eq. (33). Similarly to AQ , it

cannot in general be expressed only in terms of Landau parameters. The exact expression

simplifies in two limits, namely small q and large q. For small q we have nothing else

but the Landau limit, with v — O. Note that HQ is not a continuous function of q, go at

q = 0,co = O but it is continuous as a function of f, k. Therefore, HQ(V = Q,k = O) =

—m*kF i/2ir2, and we have

3m" 1
, = 0)/JV =

2
(46)

This shows the well-known stability condition F^ + 1 > O. In Table 4 are displayed the

Landau parameters given by the ST interaction. The values of FQ and FI coincide with

the experimental results, since the effective mass and the incompressibility coefficient were

used to fix the interaction parameters. We must keep in mind that no spin properties

were used in réf. [18]. Not surprisingly, we find that the above stability condition is

satisfied in the coherent channel but not in the incoherent one by the ST interaction. This

stability requirement under long wavelength fluctuations poses in fact a constraint on the

parameters of the interaction. Therefore, the use of the interaction ST for the incoherent
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channel raises serious problems, related to this instability, reflected for instance in that

one obtains negative values for M^ ' or M_j . This shortcoming of the interaction ST is

simply due to the fact that the properties of this channel were not used to determine the

parameters of the interaction. We have determined a new set of parameters, by fitting

the empirical Landau parameters GQ and GI, in addition to the usual bulk properties.

This interaction, called ST*, is displayed in Table 3 (the parameter U0 is explained in

Subsection 4.4).

The expression of M_i takes also a simple form for large q

where C^ are the same quantities as in Eq. (45). Of course, for a realistic theory the

interaction would be irrelevant at large enough momentum, and therefore M_° /N would

take the free value. That it is not so in our case only means that a Skyrme-like force can

only be used for not too large momenta.

The dynamical polarizabilities are displayed in Fig. 16 as a function of q using the

interactions ST and ST* for the coherent channel and the ST* interaction for the incoherent

channel. Ml1 is remarkably constant for the ST* interaction. This is in fact a consequence

of the very definition of this interaction, as will be explained below.

The calculation of the energies 40) = ^M^/M^ and E(°} = ^/M^/M^ gives

practically identical results in a large interval of values of q as can be seen in Fig. 17. This

indicates [24] that there exists a dominant collective mode which practically exhausts the

sum rules. As will be discussed in the next section this energy has to be identified with

the frequency of the so-called zero sound mode. In contrast, from the energies E3 ' and

E\ displayed also in Fig. 17, one can see that the response in the incoherent channel is

less colective. Notice that EJ1' and E^' lay within the region of allowed IpIh excitations,

while E\ ' and E^ ' are above that region. This supports the existence of a collective mode

in the coherent channel.
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4.2 Coherent channel

The coherent fluctuations (5 = O) correspond to density waves as opposed to spin waves for

5=1. One of the most important features of this channel is the existence of the collective

mode known as zero sound mode [44,47]. This is a purely quantum mechanical wave in

the sense that it exists at very low temperature and therefore in a collisionless regime,

whereas the first or normal sound propagates when the collisions are very frequent. The

zero sound mode has been observed experimentally [48]-[51]. Such a mode corresponds

to an isolated pole in the response function for each momentum. This can happen if this

pole appears at an energy not overlapping with the IpIh excitation spectrum, otherwise

the mode would be broadened by the so-called Landau damping. In the Landau limit the

zero sound is not damped if the Landau parameters are repulsive, as it is the case for the

coherent channel. This is especially clear if only FO is kept in Eq. (26). In this case the

pole appears at v > 1 if FQ > O. For FQ < O the pole would be at v < 1, where HO has an

imaginary part. Using Eq. (26) and keeping FO and Fi , one finds a zero sound velocity

CQ = i/fcf/m* , which is very close to the experimental value 187 ms"1.

Because FQ is large the IpIh excitation modes are quenched by a large factor. As a

consequence one finds that nearly all the strength in the so-called dynamic form factor

5(0)(9o,q) = - - ImII<0>(9o,q) , (48)
TT

is carried by the zero sound mode. Numerically we find that the residue at the zero sound

pole has a contribution to the sum rules three orders of magnitude larger than the Ipl/i

excitations. In other words in the coherent channel nearly all the response function is

accounted for by one single state. The same conclusion was also obtained in the previous

subsection when comparing the energies E^ and E[°\ Thus for this channel it is justified

to take the approximation

(49)

where w(q) is the zero sound dispersion relation and 5^°'(q) is known as the static form

factor or structure factor, which in the general case is defined as the energy integral of

o,q)- The p-th sum rule is given by

W (50)
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This allows one to determine S(0)(q) and w(q) from A f ° ( q ) and A f 0

In particular the zero sound velocity takes a simple expression in the Landau limit,

co o = Cl (52)
0

i.e., it coincides with the first sound velocity. In the same limit 5(q) is given by Feynman's

formula 5(q) = q/2mci-

In Fig. 18 we plot w(q) as obtained from the ST interaction, the Landau approximation

and the experiment [49]. The Landau approximation curve is obtained by keeping the k

dependence in HQ in Eq. (26) but this does not differ much from the straight line that

would be obtained by setting fc = O. In fact, the Landau limit of Eqs. (43) and (45) gives

an energy £3 ' which is linear in q. One can see that the empirical dispersion relation

bends and becomes nearly constant above q = kf following the same trend as in 4He,

though in the 3He case it gets Landau damped after entering the Ipl/i excitation region.

The dispersion relation for the Skyrme-like force does not follow this trend and actually it

increases faster than linearly with q. Of course, it was not expected of the ST interaction

to work for large q because of its quadratic momentum dependence. Compared to the

Landau approximation the ST interaction introduces an additional k2 term in MS, which

is responsible for the ill-behaviour of w(q). To improve the results, it would be necessary

to modify this q-dependence. The parameters of the ST* interaction have been chosen so

that £3 ' is just a linear function of q. This is still unsatisfactory, because one obtains a

linear dispersion relation, without bending, with slope given by the Landau limit. Note

that choosing for E^ ' to be linear in q is equivalent to impose that Ml1 has a constant

limit for large q, because of Eq. (47).
•&

The calculations based on the polarization theory [3ft] reproduce quite well the empiri-

cal zero sound dispersion relation up to q~ 1.2 A"1 , including the bending. The response

function of this model has a similar formal expression as the Landau one, although it con-

tains more parameters. In comparison with a Skyrme formula, the main differences are: i)

F0 is replaced in Eq. (26) by a phenomenological function of q and ii) HQ is substituted by
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a screened response function which incorporates multipair excitation effects. Both aspects

modify the q-dependence of the response function. In the next subsection we discuss the

q-dependence originated by the inclusion of finite range effects in the effective interaction.

4.3 Finite range effects in the coherent channel

As we have mentioned before, the Skyrme interaction ignores two major characteristics of

the interatomic potential: the asymptotic r~6 behaviour and the hard core repulsion at

short distances. This led [28] to the introduction of a novel density functional for liquid
4IIe, modifying the terms in IQ and t'0. These modifications can also be extended for liquid
3He, with the aim of understanding the influence of these finite range effects in the zero

sound dispersion relation.

First, the io term is replaced by a two-body interaction K(r), for which it is natural

to take the standard Lennard-Jones potential, screened in a simple way at short distances

- , r>hi

= V(hi )(^-) , r < f c t (53)

Only the direct part of this potential is considered. The parameter hi is adjusted so that

the space integral of V(r) is equal to to/2, thus guaranteeing that the bulk properties are

well reproduced when one uses the common JQ value of the interactions ST and ST*. In

this case, by taking the values £ = 10.22 K and a = 2.556 À [52], we obtain hi - 2.3563 A.

The generalization of the t'Q term consists of replacing its dependence on the density

p by a dependence on a "coarse grained density" [53] p(r), defined as an average of the

density p(r) over a sphere of radius h^:

P(T) = J dr' P(r')w(r-f') (54)

with

W(F] =
= 0 , r > /I2 (55)

We take the value of t'0 common to the interactions ST and ST". This generalization of
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the t'0 term extends what was done in Réf. [28] in that two different characteristic short

distances hi and /ij are taken for the terms to and t'0 respectively.

The parameters in this new energy functional are thus adjusted as to reproduce the

same bulk properties as before, namely, the energy per particle, the saturation density, the

effective mass and the incompressibility modulus. The saturation conditions are indepen-

dent of the parameter /121 which can be used then as a free parameter. The ph interaction

is given by the second fuctional derivative of the energy with respect to the non local

density p(r,r'). These generalizations only modify the function Wf0', for which we obtain

(2*i - 3t'2)/»]q2

Y ( 2 + 7 / dr e~iq"r w(r)} I dr e~'q'r w( r) (56)

The q-dependence of W{ is thus modified with respect to that given by a Skyrme inter-

action. In addition to the quadratic dependence related to the velocity dependence of the

interaction, there is a function of q which goes to zero as q increases. The parameters of

ST* suppress, by construction, the quadratic dependence in the dispersion relation, which

is due to the whole contribution of the functions W^ .

In Fig. 18 we compare the zero sound dispersion relation given by this finite range

interaction with the experimental results. The Landau and ST results are also displayed

as a reference. We have used two values of /12 in the figure, namely hz = hi, as used

in [28], and hi = 1.8 AI, the latter giving a dispersion relation in better agreement with

the experiment. The figure clearly shows that finite range effects are important for the

coherent channel.

4.4 Incoherent channel

In the spin channel, i.e., S=I, the interaction is attractive, therefore the collective mode

that would correspond to the zero sound of the coherent channel is surrounded by IpIh

excitations and so what is seen is a broad mode known as the paramagnon excitation.

Experimentally the dynamic structure function in this channel is much larger than the

coherent one in the IpI h region for q < 1 A"1. As we mentioned above, the ST interaction
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gives a parameter Go which is large and negative, whereas GI is large and positive, thus

producing a spin-unstable ground state. In general, a Skyrme interaction of the form (2)

gives the following relation:

„ Gm'f E 3 k

- (57)

which is not satisfied using the empirical values of these quantities. Therefore, using the

Skyrme interaction of Eq. (2) one can fit either G0 or GI but not both simultaneously.

This fact was already pointed out in [54], where a generalization of the Skyrme interaction

was proposed, adding to Eq. (2) three new terms depending on the spin density s2

(58)

These terms do not affect the description of the bulk properties of non-polarized liquid
3He, but modify the Landau spin parameters, allowing in particular for the possibility

of reproducing GQ and GI simultaneously. To illustrate it we consider here a simplified

version of this procedure, by simply including a single parameter Ug with /3 = 0. This only

modifies the term VV1 in the ph interaction by the inclusion of a term uop2 in Eq. (A. 11),

while Eq. (A.26) is not modified. This completes the description of the interaction ST*,

whose parameters are given in Table 3.

With this new ST* interaction one can compute the dynamic form factor 5^'(coi Q)I

Eq. (48). For small momenta, q< 0.3 A"1, one finds that the strength is localized in a

high peak at a lower energy as compared to the uncorrelated HF form factor. This peak

is easily identified as the paramagnon mode predicted in Landau theory. In fact the ST*

interaction and the Landau approximation, Eq. (26), give similar results for these low

momenta. As q increases the Landau approximation strength is still well described by a

paramagnon mode. On the other hand the ST* strength broadens and moves to higher

energies approaching the HF result. For q~ 0.6Â"1, ST* and HF form factors are very

similar, implying that the effective interaction changes from attraction to repulsion above

this momentum.

Neutron scattering experiments [19] provide the unpolarized dynamic form factor

Swpa(9hq) = S(0 '(<7o,q)+ -S(1Wq) , (59)
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where ai/ac ~ 0.25 is the ratio of incoherent to coherent cross sections. 5'1H^o, q) can

be extracted from the unpolarized experimental form factor if the coherent contribution

is assumed to be negligible in the Ipl/i excitation region. This is certainly the case for

small momentum. However for larger q, because the coherent part weights four times more

than the incoherent one, it might not be neglegible. The experimental energy resolution,

0.3 meV, is comparable to the quasielastic peak width even for momenta as large as

0.7À" , thus not allowing for detailed structure identification. As a representative of

the form factor, we have taken the maximum, as a function of qg, of S^(qo,q), then

obtaining a function of the momentum 5^1x(q). This function silix(q) is provided by the

experiment and conveys an information which is more sensitive to the existence of structure

than the static form factor 5(q) (Mo sum rule). In order to make a comparison with the

experiment, we plot in Fig. 19 the quantity S,l,!!x(q)/p in meV"1 as a function of q: ST*

interaction (solid line), Landau approximation (dotted line), HF approximation (dashed

line) and the experiment [49]. The experimental points represent the height of the lower

energy peak in 5unpol(go,q), neglecting the possible coherent contribution. In the figure

one can observe that at very low momentum ST* and the Landau approximation values

are similar and higher than HF thus showing an attractive interaction. In the q > 0.7Â

region the experiment is fairly well described by the HF approximation, implying that the

interaction has already disappeared for these momenta in this channel. This argument

however neglects the unknown contribution coming from 5'°' in this momentum region.

On the other hand the ST* curve does relatively well for large momentum. For small

momentum there is little experimental information and it would be tempting to conclude

that ST* should also work there because it reproduces the Landau parameters, which

completely describe the system in the q0,q —> O limit. However, one should recall that

GI has not actually been measured [4], and all the / > 1 parameters are neglected in

the ST* interaction. As we saw in the previous subsections, the ST (or ST*) interaction

quickly disagrees with the zero sound dispersion relation because of its zero range nature.

Nevertheless it would not be too surprising if ST* worked, in this incoherent channel, in

a larger momentum region. The reason is that the Landau parameters in the coherent

channel are very large, therefore describing a very strongly interacting system, on the

other hand the dimensionless Landau parameters in the incoherent channel are smaller
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and of the same order as those in nuclear matter (Tables 2,4), where Sfcyrme forces are

known to work for momenta up to 2kp [26].
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5 Conclusions

The EDF approach appears to be a very interesting tool for exploring various aspects of

the dynamics of many-body systems. Even for strongly correlated systems, it can provide

a quantitative description of some physical properties when the effects of correlations can

be phenomenologically simulated by some mean field quantities such as the effective mass.

The EDF method has been widely used in studies of ground state properties of nuclear

and 3He systems. In this work, we have shown that it can also be used to obtain in a self-

consistent way the excitation spectra in RPA. This approach has a good predictive power

since the number of phenomenological parameters entering the functional (or equivalently,

the parameters of the effective Skyrme-type interaction) is small. For infinite systems,

one can obtain closed form expressions for the RPA response functions. In particular,

the energy-weighted sum rules MI, M3 arid M_i have simple expressions in terms of the

particle-hole interaction.

In the nuclear case, Skyrme interactions have been often used for RPA calculations in

finite nuclei where low-lying collective states and giant resonances are reasonably well de-

scribed. Here, we have examined systematically the behaviour of RPA response functions

calculated with Skyrme interactions in nuclear matter, with special emphasis on the effects

brought about by the velocity dependence of the force. We have seen that the full effect of

velocity dependence cannot be reproduced when the particle-hole interaction is restricted

to its Landau form. Furthermore, our general expressions can include finite range forces

such as those coming from meson exchanges if one restricts oneself to the bubble approx-

imation as this is generally done. Thus, we have compared in the spin-dependent channel

the response functions predicted by a Skyrme interaction and by meson-exchange forces

and we have found that the SGII interaction and the p-exchange interaction yield simi-

lar responses. The Coulomb sum rule was computed for the longitudinal and transverse

channel and a typical Skyrme interaction. We found a noticeable renormalization of this

quantity as compared to its Hartree-Fock or its zero range approximations, which goes in

the same direction as the experimental data.

In the case of liquid 3He, one must distinguish between spin oscillations and density
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oscillations. The energy functionals currently in use in the literature are not fitted to

reproduce spin-dependent properties. In the incoherent channel, it is necessary to adjust

the Landau parameters GO and GI to their empirical values, and this can be easily done

by having additional terms in the functional or in the effective interaction. Then, the

data on the collective spin mode can be reproduced reasonably well over a large range of

momenta. In the coherent channel, it turns out that the quadratic velocity dependence

of Skyrme forces leads to a zero sound frequency much too high. However, this frequency

depends sensitively on the behaviour in momentum space of the residual particle-hole

interaction. By including an explicit finite range term into the energy functional or the

effective interaction, it is possible to obtain a very good agreement with the empirical zero

sound dispersion relation over the whole range of existing data. This result looks very

encouraging and seems to indicate that with such an improved energy functional one can

study quantitatively many other physical properties of liquid 3He, especially those related

to the surface response for which finite range effects may be important.
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A Particle hole interaction and Landau parameters

The particle hole interaction is obtained as the second functional derivative of the total

energy with respect to densities (see, e.g., [22]). In this way, one obtains the general

expression given in Eq. (7), where the functions W^ are expressed in terms of the

Skyrme parameters. For nuclear systems we have

= -(I + 2^o - ^ - W - W (A.2)

(A.3)

(A-4)

(A.5)

(A.6)

(A-7)

IK}».» = -il!+ii2 (A.8)

l^a) = O (A.9)

For 3He systems the corresponding functions W- are

[*i - 3/2 + (2i',

[*i + la + (*',

= - l

^1 = O (A.15)

In the Landau theory of Fermi liquids, the ph. interaction takes the form (see, e.g., [4])

VPh = Yl l/l + /f ri -Ti + (g, + 31IT1- T2) a, • a-,] P,(cos O) ( A.16)
i
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where the interacting quasiparticles are supposed to be on the Fermi sphere and O is

the angle between their momenta, i.e., in Fig. 1 it corresponds to take q=0 and qi • q2

= kpCosO. One can relate the functions W^ to the Landau parameters. For nuclear

matter one has:

= 4(/0 + /i) + J (/i + Sg1 + Sf1 + 9fli) ^- (A.17)

(/, + Sg1 -f[- 3J1) (A.18)

\ (h - 9i + 3/1 - 3fli ) j£ ( A.19)

i (/, - ff, - /Î + s',) |r (A.20)

(A.22)

(A.23)

^!ll) = - f r (A'24)

and for liquid 3He:

1 n2 1 1
(A.25)

£t /VC* if T

1 a2

= 2(ffo + ffi) + O(/I-JI)TT (A.26)i kF

F 1

kF 4

W^ = -§- (A.28)

W3°] = j(*i + Si2)P (A.29)

H^11 = O (A.30)

Note that in liquid 3He the four Landau parameters /(,51, (/ = 0,1) are not enough to

specify these functions, contrary to what happens in nuclear matter.

Sometimes it is convenient to define dimensionless Landau parameters as F\ = JVo/;,

f"i — JVo//, etc., where JV0 is the density of energy levels per unit of volume, which for

nuclear matter is JV0 = 2m'kf/TT2 and for liquid 3IIe is JV0 = m'kp/Tf2. We shall use



the shorthand notation F/, identifying the nuclear matter parameters FI, Ff,GI and Gf,

respectively with the channels (0,0), (0,1), (1,0) and (1,1) and the Helium parameters Fj

and Gj with the channels (O) and (1) respectively.
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B Induced interaction

For the sake of generality, let us consider a ph interaction of the form Eq. (12):

,/ , \ ( (q-qi)(q-q2)\
V(a)(qi,q2;90,q) = «on ^qi • q2 ^2- J

-t- (nu + a2iqi + «3iqi • q)

+ (a12 + a22q2. + o32qi • q) ql

+ («13 + «23q? + asaqi • q) q2 • q (B.I)

Replacing Eqs. (B.I) and (12) in the integral equation (11) we get a set of linear equations

which can be written compactly as:

Zoo =
1 -

X = (1-AM)-1A

where X, A and M are 3x3 matrices defined as

xi3q

Z23Q

z32q z33q

A is similarly defined replacing the functions zu by o,-j, and

(B.2)

(B.3)

M = /J2q
2 /J5q (B.4)

The functions ^(go5q) come from different integrations on d4ga of the propagator

weighted with different powers of q3:

m a a ft a ft i / *-£_ r t a\\i W
3 *& ^ ' q3^2 ^ ' 13^ <£] m[Po, Pi, fa, P3, fa, Ps] = J -^ G0(C3, 9) [1,-^2-, ̂ , — —4 — , - ̂ j - ,^4] (B-

The induced potential Vj0) is calculated by inverting the matrix 1 — AM, so obtaining

the iy as functions of the /3,-'s and the a,-j's for each channel a. The induced response is

calculated using Eq. (18):

g
(B-6)
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where g is the degeneracy of the system.

For the particular case of 022 = O and O12 ^ O, one can prove that Eq. (B.6) can be

expressed as:

£22

«12
(B.7)

Let us now consider the Skyrme-type interaction given in Eq. (7). The functions ay

are related to the Wf functions as

«00 =

an = W1,

«22 = O,

«12 = «21 = W2, a]3

«23 = «32 = O, C33

Ct31 = W3

2(W3-W2)/q2

The solution of the linear system gives

XOQ = 2(W3-W2)/(1 + (W3- ~ A)q2)

xud = W1+2q2Wi(W2-W3)/33

+ q4(W2& + 2W2W3A + W3
2A3)

+ 2q6W|(W2 - W3)(/33/3s - A2)

x22d = W2[A> + 2q2(W2 - W3)(AA - /?2)]

X33q2d = 2(Wa-W3K-U-W1A,)

+ q2 (4W2(W2 - W3)A + W3
2A,)

+ 2q4W|(W2 -

x12d = x21d = W2[I + q2 (2(W2- W3)/33 -

+ 2q4W2( W2 -

(B.8)

(B.9)

(B.10)

(B.11)

(B.12)

(B.13)

= W3 - 2W1(W2 - W3)A

+ q2 [-2W2(W2 - W3)^4 -

+ 2q4W|(W2 - W3)(AA - AA) (B.14)
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*23rf = x32d = W2 [W3A) - 2(W2 - W3)A + 2q2H'2(W2 - W3)(AA - A)Ai)] (B.15)

where d is the determinant of M

d = 1-WiA)

+ 2q2 [-W2A - W3A + (W2 - W3)(A + W1(A
2 - A)A))]

+ q4 [-W2
2A)Ai - W3

2A)Ai - 2W2W3AjA + 4W2(W2 - W3)(AAi - AAO + (Wizft + W3A)2]
L J

For the response function we obtain:

Tr(Q)
—d = p0

O

which coincides with Eq. (B.7) for this case.
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C Generalized Lindhard functions

The functions /3,-(9o, q) defined in Eq. (B.5) are not symmetric under a change of sign in

go- It is convenient to define symmetric functions n2;(g), which have similar properties to

the Lindhard function H0 and we call them generalized Lindhard functions. Let us define

In terms of the dimensionless variables k = q/2fcj? and v — g07n*/qfcf, they read

IT , „«_ m'kr fk+l^ f1 At '(*' + (* + 4fa)'') (C .Il2,-(z/, fc) = ^. ,. I as I at - 5 - T~T~- - v *-'•'' J167r2fc Jk-i 7(i-3)= i/2 -s2 + 177

For z = 0, 1,2 the explicit expressions of 1I2; are:

HO(V, *) - -^ [I + A+(V, k) + A.(v, k)] (C.3)

(k -» / ) 2 A + ( t / , f c )+ l + (A: + Z/)2^,*:) (C.4)

H4(Z/, A) - - 2g£ [5 + y A» + fc" - L2 + 16fc2i/2 - t/4

+ (l + Ar2 + fc4 - 4fc«/ - Ik3V + t/2 + 18Jt2J/2 - 2fci/3 + z/4) yl+(i/, fe)

+ Ikv3 + j/4 A_ (i/, fc) (C.5)

where

A±(^fc) = ̂ [1 - (* ± ̂ )2] (log -(/ciz/)2) (C.6)

and AT(-i/,fc) = j4±(t/,A;). Note that these generalized Lindhard functions satisfy the

same dispersion relation as UQ, i.e.:

n2i(9o,q) = - - r rfw Im H21(W,q) ( ^-^- + -^) (C.7)
T JO \CO - W + IT/ -C0 - W + IT?/

All the functions /3; can be expressed in terms of the ITs by using symmetry properties

and dispersion relations.

Po = H0 (C.8)
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= IT2 - 2ki

4fc2/33 = (*-*)

16fc /3s = H4 —

(i/~fc)Il2

(C.9)

(CJO)

(CJl)

(CJ2)

(CJ3)
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Table Captions

Table 1 : Parameters of Skyrme-type forces used in nuclear matter.

Table 2 : Physical quantities obtained from the forces in Table 1.

Table 3 : Parameter of Skyrme-type forces used in liquid 3He.

Table 4 : Physical quantities obtained from the forces in Table 3.
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Table 1

force

SIII

SkM

SGII

*o

MeV fm3

-1129

-2645

-2645

ti

MeV fm5

395

385

340

*2

MeV fm5

-95

-120

-41.9

*3

MeV fm3+3-y

14000

15595

15595

7

1

1/6

1/6

ZD

0.45

0.09

0.09

Xl

O

O

-0.0588

Z2

O

O

1.425

X3

1

O

.06044

Table 2

force

SIII

SkM

sen

-ElA

MeV

15.84

15.79

15.61

kF

fm-1

1.29

1.33

1.33

K

MeV

354

216

214

m*/m

.764

.789

.783

F0

0.299

-.235

-.235

n

.865

.975

.733

Go

0.052

-.248

0.013

G'o

.459

.364

.509

Fi

-.708

-.630

-.652

F{

.489

.574

.524

G1

.489

.574

.615

Gi

.489

.574

.434

Table 3

force

ST

ST'

to

KA3

-1366

-1367.6

t'oPo *1 *2 t'lPO t'zpo 7 UoP?

KA 3 KA 5 KA 5 K A 5 KA 5 K A 3

498.73 16984 -6717.4 106.30 177.17 2.1 O

498.73 -509.77 -886.21 -315.97 317.92 2.097 -1049.3

Table 4

force

ST

ST"

-E/N

K

2.490

2.490

PO

A"3

0.0164

0.01635

l/«Po

K

12.06

12.06

m*/m

2.802

2.802

Fo

9.26

9.22

P

5

5

\

.41

.41

G0

-44.6

-0.70

G,

50.

-O

6

.55



Figure Captions

Fig. 1 : Direct and exchange parts of the particle-hole interaction.

Fig. 2 : Graphical representation of the RPA integral equation.

Fig. 3 : Sum rules M^/N (in units of MeV"1) obtained using the interaction SkM

for the four (S,T) channels.

Fig. 4 : Energies E^ and E[^ (in MeV) obtained using the interaction SkM for the

four (S,T) channels.

Fig. 5 : Uncorrelated HF strength distribution per unit of volume S^/g (in MeV2) in

nuclear matter for normal nuclear density po as a function of co [MeV] for several values

of q [MeV].

Fig. 6 : RPA longitudinal strength distribution per unit of volume Si/g (in MeV2) in

nuclear matter with SkM. qa and q in units of MeV.

Fig. 7 : RPA transverse strength distribution per unit of volume Sr/g (in MeV2) in

nuclear matter with SkM. 90 and q in units of MeV.

Fig. 8 : RPA strength distributions per unit of volume S/g (in MeV2) at q= 300

MeV calculated with SIII (dashed lines) and SkM (solid lines) for longitudinal (L) and

transverse (T) channels.

Fig. 9 : Strength distribution functions per unit of volume S/g (in MeV2) calculated

at q= 100 MeV. The curves show the HF strength distribution (solid line), and the RPA

longitudinal (dashed line) and transverse (dotted line) strength distributions, calculated

with SkM.

Fig. 10 : Same as for Fig. 9, with q= 400 MeV.

Fig. 11 : Comparison of longitudinal strength distributions per unit of volume S/g

(in MeV2) calculated with SkM using the complete interaction (solid lines), its Landau

approximation (dashed lines) and its / = 0,1 Landau approximation (dotted lines). The

two sets of curves correspond to q= kp and q= Ikp.

Fig. 12 : Same as for Fig. 11, for transverse responses.

Fig. 13 : Longitudinal and transverse Coulomb sum rule per particle MQ/N as a

function of the momentum q at normal nuclear density. Solid line: HF approximation.
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Dashed and dotted lines: full SkM interaction for longitudinal and transverse channels

respectively. Dash-dotted and short-dashed lines: J = O Landau approximation for the

longitudinal and transverse channels respectively.

Fig. 14 : Response function in the spin-isospin channel per unit of volume (in MeV2)

at q = 100 MeV. Solid line: SGII interaction. Dashed line: pion-exchange interaction.

Dotted line: p exchange interaction. Fig. 14a: -Im H^1'1 V^g- Fig. 14b: -Rell^'^/Tg.

Fig. 15 : Same as for Fig. 14, at q=400 MeV.

Fig. 16 : Dynamical polarizabilities M^/N (in K"1). ST*(0) and ST(O): coherent

mode using the interactions ST* and ST respectively. Both curves have been scaled by a

factor 100. ST*(1): incoherent mode using ST".

Fig. 17 : Energies E%*} and E\a) (in K) obtained with the interaction ST*. Iph: upper

limit for the Ipl/t excitation energy.

Fig. 18 : Zero sound dispersion relation. Dashed line: Landau approximation (Eq.

(26)). Dotted line: ST interaction. Dash-dotted line: finite range interaction with /12 = /»i.

Solid line: finite range interaction with h? = 1.8A]. Short-dashed line: Ipl/i threshold.

Experiment from réf. [49].

Fig. 19 : SLax(q)/p in meV"1 as a function of q (in A"1). Solid line: ST* interaction.

Dotted line: Landau approximation. Dashed line: HF approximation. Experiment from

réf. [49].
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